Campo de Golfe do Botado
ABOUT

Campo de Golfe do Botado
No major work was needed to transform this site, particularly blessed by nature, into a pleasant 9-hole course,
stretching along the ocean shoreline.
Six lakes and large bunkers present a stiff challenge to the expertise of golfers on this links course running parallel to
the dunes of a sandy beach. The backdrop against which they play is marked by the blending of the sea with the
deep blue sky, a scene dominated by the imposing headland of Cabo Carvoeiro stretching out into the Atlantic Ocean
and with the Berlengas Islands Nature Reserve in the distance.
The Atlântico Golfe Hotel offers its guests many pleasant hours spent bathing in its hot and cold water swimmingpools, as well as a health club, a children’s playground, bars and restaurants, tennis courts and a football pitch.
In Peniche, you can watch the colourful spectacle of the fishing boats arriving in the harbour to unload their catches.
The best way to appreciate the freshness, quality and variety of the fish that are brought ashore from our seas is
simply to taste it. The raw material is so good that it does not require any great culinary sophistication in its
preparation. Whether you eat it boiled or grilled with a sprinkling of Portuguese olive-oil, it is absolutely
incomparable.
Contacts
Address:

Av. do Golfe - Hotel Atlantico Golfe- Consolação 2525-150 Atouguia da Baleia (Peniche)

Telephone:

+351 262 757 700 / 262 759 667

Fax:

+351 262 750 717

E-mail:

atlanticogolfehotel@atlanticogolfehotel.com

Website:

http://www.atlanticogolfehotel.com

Characteristics and Services
Shops
Clubs hire
Buggies
Trolleys
Individual lessons
Group lessons
Restaurant
Inauguration year: 1996
Author/architect: Mateus Marteleira
Professional length: 2428 m
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Men's championship length: 2160 m
Number of holes in course: 9
Par of the course: 67

Locais de Prática
Driving Range

Payments
Credit cards accepted
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